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Ripasso Energy AB in brief

Ripasso Energy has developed a hybridised Stirling engine, based on an exclusive license from
Kockums. The Company’s hybrid solution makes it possible to generate electricity 24 hours a day.
The solution uses solar energy when available, and is able to harness a wide range of fuels during hours
of darkness and cloud. The Stirling engine has been developed for large-scale production in cooperation
with Sibbhultsverken in order to bring down unit costs to a competitive level. The engine has also been
adapted to operate with a number of heat sources, such as concentrated solar heat and the combustion
of most gases and liquid fuels. The final product is an engine that can deliver electricity around the clock,
and that has the highest possible fraction of renewables and such a high fuel conversion rate that its
operating costs rate well compared to the alternatives, both in major installations that tie into a national
electricity grid, and in small installations for private customers, for instance in the mining industry.
The Company’s hybrid solution is expected to be in demand on the large and growing market for
renewable energy because, unlike existing technology, it is able to deliver electricity at a competitive
price even when the sun is not shining or when the wind is not blowing.
Ripasso Energy AB (Publ) has its registered office in Gothenburg. The Company’s shares were approved
for listing in November 2016 and are now traded on the NGM Nordic MTF under the ticker symbol
RISE MTF. Shareholders, other participants in the stock market as well as the general public may
subscribe free of charge to the Company’s press releases and financial reports, which are distributed
via Cision.
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CEO’s statement

We have also crossed a number of important milestones in
the company’s development in 2016:
1. Entered into a framework agreement with our Sicily-based
partner and customer, Horizon, which has given us a project
pipeline expected to generate new orders for our first 100
solar hybrid units as soon as the second half of 2017. We
also reached an agreement with Horizon to work together to
deliver an initial solar-based unit to the University of Palermo
in the spring of 2017;
2. Successfully demonstrated that our solar power-based Stirling
engine can also be run on alternative fuels. This means that
our solar hybrid solution supplies the electricity that the
market wants – with the maximum fraction of renewable
energy, paired with 100 percent availability;
2016 has been a highly eventful and significant year for Ripasso
Energy. During the year, we have hammered out a strategy for
the company that is logical, realistic and above all, focused.
The strategy calls for us to focus all our energy on proving
our technology commercially by developing and carrying out
a number of projects in Sicily together with our Italian partner.
Sicily has a sunny climate, and the availability of suitable fuels
is favourable. Italy also has a program in place for small-scale
concentrated solar energy that makes it possible for us to sell our
product profitably even at small production volumes. The Italian
program’s small-scale profile also makes it difficult for competing
technologies to take advantage of the program, as they require
larger-scale installations in order to be economically efficient.
The annual scope of the Italian program is approximately 600
solar hybrid units, and we are convinced that we will be able
to approach that level in Sicily alone within just a few years. At
that point, we will have reached an annual production volume
at which our technology is competitive on all markets with
reasonable economic framework conditions for solar power.
Only once we have reached this position will we commence
activities on other markets, and be able to do so with a
technology that is already proven commercially. When we are
ready, we will probably enter new markets together with a
partner or a new owner who already has a global organisation
in place, so that we can develop many new markets quickly.

3. Carried out new share issues which, alongside the loan
commitment from the company’s owner, have covered the
capitalisation requirements well into 2018;
4. For the sake of establishing ourselves as a trustworthy
supplier and to secure access to the capital markets when
the time comes for another expansion, we have applied
for, and been approved to have our shares listed on,
the NGM Nordic MTF.
In addition to these milestones, we have also upgraded our test
and reference facility in South Africa to the latest product version,
with outstanding results. This product version also serves as the
basis for the mass production scheduled to begin for our projects
in Sicily in 2017. We have also made significant strides towards
finalising the hybridisation functionality for mass production.
These activities have all gone according to plan and are expected
to be complete on time for start of production. This functionality
means that we have a unique product offering – we are the only
company to offer renewable electricity, the availability of which
is guaranteed. On 9 March 2017, we also applied for patent
protection for our hybridisation functionality, which will further
reinforce our position as the leading operator in our market
segment.
Gunnar Larsson
Chief Executive Officer
Ripasso Energy AB (publ)
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Business description

Ripasso Energy was founded in 2008 by Gunnar Larsson, the former CEO of Kockums AB. Now that
the bulk of the work to develop hybridised Stirling engines is complete, the Company expects to begin
delivering the first mass-produced Stirling engines to customers in 2018.
Ripasso Energy has developed a hybridised Stirling engine, based on an exclusive license from Kockums.
The Company’s hybrid solution makes it possible to generate electricity 24 hours a day. The solution
uses solar energy when available, and is able to harness a wide range of fuels during hours of darkness
and cloud. The Stirling engine has been developed for large-scale production in cooperation with
Sibbhultsverken in order to bring down unit costs to a competitive level. The engine has also been adapted
to operate with a number of heat sources, such as concentrated solar heat and the combustion of most
gases and liquid fuels. The final product is an engine that can deliver electricity around the clock, and that
has the highest possible fraction of renewables and such a high fuel conversion rate that its operating
costs rate well compared to the alternatives, both in major installations that tie into a national electricity
grid, and in small installations for private customers, for instance in the mining industry. The Company’s
hybrid solution is expected to be in demand on the large and growing market for renewable energy
because, unlike existing technology, it is able to deliver electricity at a competitive price even when
the sun is not shining or when the wind is not blowing.

Business concept and vision

Ripasso Energy will deliver the market’s best hybridised Stirling
engine at a competitive price. We will begin by proving the
engine in commercial applications in order to then take the
next step of creating sufficient demand, so that the Stirling
engine can be manufactured at an annual volume enough for
the unit costs to drop to a level where the engines can be priced
competitively relative to a broad market. This level is estimated
at 200 engines annually, given an additional project in the size
of at least 400 units. Our ability to achieve these goals is best
when the engine is used as a solar hybrid. We have developed
and tested a total concept that we are prepared to deliver over
the coming years. Within this market, we believe that we will
be able to displace more expensive and inferior alternatives,
and that the order sizes will be large. We can benefit from the
global demand for renewable alternatives, from the business and
financing models that have evolved for wind and solar power,
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and from increasingly accessible natural gas in the form of
LNG. The Company’s earnings potential and competitive edge
increase dramatically with the volume of production, given that
the falling unit costs characteristic of the automotive industry
are directly applicable to the product, and that our partnership
with Sibbhultsverken prepares us for the manufacture of large
volumes of high quality. Ripasso Energy does not intend to create
sales or service networks for multiple markets, but will focus on
the small number of markets where the outlook is superior, and
will subsequently attempt to enter into strategic partnerships,
or to sell the Company.
Operations and product

Ripasso Energy’s renewable system for available, demandcontrolled energy supply is based on a solar-tracking parabolic
concentrator combined with a 33 kW Stirling engine. The system
collects thermal energy from the sun in a parabolic reflective dish

that tracks the sun and heats hydrogen gas to drive pistons in the
engine. The system provides alternating current directly without
the need for additional DC/AC converters, water cooling systems
or complex central units. The system converts concentrated
solar radiation into electrical energy at a high rate of efficiency.
Using a unique hybrid adaptation, Ripasso Energy complements
solar energy with biogas, waste gas or other liquid fuels at times
when solar radiation is not available. This means that the system
provides an available, demand-controlled supply of energy.
In addition, Ripasso Energy has developed a parabolic mirror
of extremely high precision. This has made it possible for
Ripasso Energy to offer the industry’s most efficient solution
for the conversion of solar energy into grid-quality electricity.
Ripasso Energy’s technology has an expected service life of at
least 25 years, and allows for gradual refurbishment in order to
further extend and improve system operation.
The Stirling engine

The Stirling engine was invented in the nineteenth century. Its
ability to efficiently convert heat into mechanical energy makes it
a highly suitable technology for the conversion of thermal energy
into electricity. In its simplest version, the Stirling engine is a
closed system with an expansion cylinder and a compression
cylinder filled with a working gas. The pistons of the cylinders
are linked by a connecting rod. When the working gas in the
expansion cylinder is heated, pressure increases. This depresses
the piston and thus performs work. Part of the power is used to
force the hot working gas from the expansion cylinder into the
compression cylinder.

P
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Once its outward motion in the compression cylinder is arrested,
the piston returns by the inertia of the connecting rod, and by the
fact that the working gas is compressed at a low temperature.
The gas is then forced back into the working cylinder. On the
whole, the expansion of the hot gas in the expansion cylinder
does more work than is needed to compress the cold gas in the
compression cylinder. This work can be used to drive an electrical
alternator that is directly connected to the engine’s connecting
rod.
The Stirling cycle is the most efficient thermodynamic cycle for
the transformation of heat into mechanical energy. The engine
operates without internal combustion and is dependent only
on an external heat source. That makes it ideal for use as a
converter of thermal energy into mechanical energy. A constant
quantity of hydrogen gas is heated in the engine (4 in figure
below). Through its expansion when heated (1 in the figure
below) and contraction when cooled (3 in the figure below),
the gas sets the pistons in motion. The pistons are linked
by a connecting rod that drives an alternator that produces
electrical energy. The efficiency of the Stirling engine increases
at high temperature differentials between the hot side and the
cold side, making it ideal for solar applications in which very
high temperatures can be achieved. As there are no internal
contaminants caused by combustion, the pistons, bearings
and seals have a very long service life.
Solar applications

Stirling technology has until now only achieved limited success
in solar applications, as it has proven difficult to master. This
holds in particular for Stirling engines with a power output of
over 10 kW, where in our opinion, only Kockums AB has been
commercially successful. With a license to continue developing
Kockums’ Stirling technology for civilian applications,
Ripasso Energy has put a lot of time and effort into developing
the solar hybrid concept and overcoming previous obstacles.
STIRLING TECHNOLOGY FOR SOLAR APPLICATIONS
IS BASED ON THREE ELEMENTS:
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V
Fig. Illustration of the Stirling cycle plotted on a graph showing
pressure (P) and volume variation (V)
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The result is a commercially viable product for concentrated
solar power. Ripasso Energy’s Stirling engine is based on
Stirling technology licensed from Kockums, which has permitted
extensive technology transfer. The core elements of Stirling
technology are tried and tested for solar applications, and have
been further adapted to suit the needs of the electricity suppliers.
The engine has been improved to allow for scalable high-volume
production of high quality.
The parabolic concentrator, which is made up of parabolic glass
mirrors, collects and focuses the incident solar radiation onto
the Stirling engine-based power conversion unit. The radiation is
absorbed in the receiver, and heats the working gas (hydrogen)
in the Stirling engine to a temperature of approximately 720° C.
The heat is then converted into mechanical energy by the Stirling
engine. An alternator connected to the engine’s connecting
rods converts the mechanical energy directly into grid-quality
alternating current. To keep the concentrated solar energy
focused on the heat receiver, a high-precision dual-axis tracking
system follows the daily path of the sun.
The electrical output of the system is proportional to solar
radiation, and at a DNI of 960 W/m2, the Ripasso Energy unit will
produce a typical output power of 31.5 kW of electrical energy.
The total solar-to-grid quality efficiency of the system is above
30 percent. This means that 30 percent of the available solar
energy is converted to grid-quality electrical energy. In a South
Africa-based power plant delivered by Ripasso Energy, a world
leading efficiency of 32 percent was demonstrated in November
2012. The high efficiency of the system results in a small
footprint, and the design also reduces the ground preparations
required to a minimum. The fact that the electrical energy is
generated directly in each individual unit enables distributed
energy production, which also reduces the need to invest in

Mirrors

transmission capacity and allows for continuous commissioning
during the construction of a site. The purpose of the parabolic
concentrator is to collect solar radiation and to concentrate the
energy onto the thermal receiver in the Stirling engine. In order
to simultaneously achieve a high energy-concentration ratio and
uniform thermal distribution of energy over the heat receiver, it
is important to have a highly-stable dish structure, regardless of
elevation angle and wind conditions. The concentrator in
Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid system has been designed and
tested carefully to have a very stiff and lightweight steel structure
that keeps the shape and stability of the concentrator firm over
the entire elevation span and under relevant wind conditions.
Mirrors consisting of lightweight, high-precision sandwich
elements with a thin glass mirror surface are mounted on
the parabolic concentrator steel structure. To avoid loss of
performance due to soiling, the mirror requires cleaning, which
is accomplished using deionised water and a standard highpressure hose. The design allows for easy access to the mirrors
during cleaning.
Ripasso Energy’s power system is designed as a balanced
system to minimise parasitic losses. The current solar position is
constantly calculated to fine-tune the position of the concentrator.
Ripasso Energy has developed a proprietary monitoring system
that determines the current position of the concentrated energy
spot in real time. The tracker actuators are then configured to
regulate the spot position so as to optimise the working conditions
of the Stirling engine to achieve an even energy distribution over
the thermal receiver surface. Using this proprietary closed-loop
tracking system developed by Ripasso Energy enables the use of
simple sensors and control actuators while still achieving a high
degree of tracking system accuracy.
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Tracker structure
Concrete foundation

The electrical control system of the tracking system is designed for
a high safety level with built-in redundancy. The system includes
an internal battery backup system that enables movement
without grid connection. All actuators are low-power servomotors
that keep parasitic losses to a minimum. As the Stirling cycle’s
efficiency depends on the temperature differential between the
hot and the cold side, it is important to have an efficient cooling
system. Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid system uses a standard
cooler, optimised for the application, mounted on the tracker
structure. It is a closed system, filled with water and inhibitor on
commissioning. There is no water consumption during operation.
The fan is speed-controlled to keep the parasitic losses to a
minimum.
Each solar hybrid unit works as an autonomous unit during
operation, and includes all necessary safety functions, including a
battery backup system. In the event of a malfunction or a mains
failure, the tracking system automatically moves the Ripasso
Power Converter out of the concentrated solar spot.
The system is connected via a TCP/IP network to a control centre
where the system is monitored and controlled on a higher level, i.e.
each unit can be set in operation, stopped, forced into a wind-safe
position, etc. On-site, there is also a solar radiation measurement
system and a weather station. The software supplied by Ripasso
Energy enables the system to be remotely controlled, which makes
it possible to coordinate the control centre for multiple power plant
installations.
Hybridisation

The Company has added a hybridisation function to the Stirling
engine in order to enable the demand-controlled supply of highavailability energy using Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid technology.
This ability makes it possible to heat the Stirling engine by burning
a fuel. The hybridisation function is suitable for a variety of fuels,
THE HYBRIDISATION FUNCTION COMPRISES
THE FOLLOWING MAIN COMPONENTS:

Name
Fuel feed system

Combustion unit
Recuperator
Air supply fan
Operating mode
control

Description
Pipes and components needed to transport
the fuel from the solar hybrid unit’s interface
to the combustion unit
Combustion chamber including ignition
device, fuel regulator and carburettor
Heat exchanger for energy recovery
between exhaust and supply air
Fan to control airflow to the
combustion chamber
Device for mechanical switching
between solar and fuel-based operation

including ethanol, natural gas, biogas and waste gas from various
industrial processes.
Further development of applications

Thanks in part to the hybridisation technology, Ripasso Energy’s
system for high-availability, demand-controlled energy supply
can be further developed, from the current system based on a
sun-tracking parabolic concentrator, to other applications that
are also based on Stirling cycle technology. Customised solutions
for small-scale mobile electricity generation can be embodied in
unit solutions using Stirling technology, for instance in the form
of container units with Stirling engines that are then connected to
combustion sources like liquid fuels and gas, in order to convert
thermal energy into electricity on-site, or for onward distribution.
Facilities

Ripasso Energy’s systems have been thoroughly tested for
thousands of hours, both in the factory and in real-life generation
facilities. This has contributed valuable experience, which has then
been fed back into the development cycle, helping us refine the
product. The following facilities are currently in operation:
SIBBHULTSVERKEN IN SIBBHULT, SWEDEN

• Ripasso Energy buys Stirling engines from Sibbhultsverken in
Sibbhult, in southern Sweden. Sibbhultsverken’s manufacturing
process is based on Ripasso Energy’s production
documentation.
• Ripasso Energy has a test rig used to test Stirling engines on
which it evaluates new components and new features before
incorporating them into the engines. The test rig is monitored
by the Company’s employees, or by consultants engaged by
the Company.
• A complete solar hybrid system is currently under construction,
and will enable full-scale testing and demonstration of the
solar hybrid system in Sweden upon completion.
• The cumulative duration (as at 31 December 2016) of the tests
run on the 14 Stirling engines produced to date is greater than
15,000 hours. One engine has been tested for approximately
4000 hours.
UPINGTON, SOUTH AFRICA

• At the end of 2012, a test facility was commissioned in the
vicinity of Upington, South Africa.

• In a test performed in November 2012, the system

demonstrated world-leading efficiency in the conversion of
solar energy to grid-quality electricity, with an efficiency rate
of 32 percent.
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• More than 6000 hours of solar operation have been logged
and evaluated as at 31 December 2016.

• In early 2015, the facility was evaluated by IT Power,

an independent British consultancy that confirmed the
cutting-edge status of the Company’s technology.

• There are a total of two solar hybrid units installed at the
facility. In spring 2016, these units were updated with
the latest technical configuration the Company plans to
incorporate into its first deliveries.

Suppliers

Drawing on its extensive experience in the manufacturing
industry, the Company’s management is making significant
efforts to ensure that its supply chain will be ready for a rapid
ramp-up in production volume, and will be able to deliver the
desired product quality for each component at those increased
volumes. This also includes the procurement of steel structures,
actuators, cooling units, cabling and electronics.
Stirling engines

The main technology underpinning the solar hybrid system is
under license from Kockums, as governed by the terms of a
manufacturing license and technical support agreement entered
into with Kockums in 2008. The agreement gives Ripasso Energy
a perpetual, non-exclusive, worldwide license to develop, market,
sell and manufacture Stirling engines (with the exception of
defence applications). Kockums has also undertaken not to
grant any parallel licenses for the licensed product to any third
parties during the period up to and including 31 December 2018.
License fees are based on delivery volumes.
Ripasso Energy has secured its production capacity through
agreements with the Sibbhultsverken group of companies, which
is well suited for high-volume production of Stirling engines. The
Sibbhultsverken group of companies has the capacity to produce
up to 100,000 engines per year. Together with Sibbhultsverken,
Ripasso Energy has made considerable efforts to ensure a high
standard of quality in the Stirling engines produced under the
partnership.
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Mirror segments

Mirror segments are the structural components to which the
mirrors are attached, and which together give the dish its
parabolic shape.
The current supplier of these components is a Swedish company
offering cost-effective mass production of fibrous plastic
components. The company uses RTM technology, which is one
of the most efficient, accurate and cost-effective manufacturing
processes for advanced composites. Thanks to its ambitious
long-term development efforts, that company has been able
to significantly improve the RTM and infusion process. RTM
technology is a close-mould process that is very friendly to both
the internal and the external environment.
Mirrors

Mirrors can be purchased from a variety of suppliers, which
lowers supplier dependence. The Company’s current supplier
produces a glass of special clarity (both thick and thin) in order
to maximise the reflection of energy from the mirror glass. That
company draws on its experience as a glass manufactures to
deliver mirrors that can be glued onto a support surface.
Steel structure

Over the past two years, the company has been collaborating
closely with SSAB in order to settle on a high-efficiency, highly
cost-effective production method for the solar hybrid’s steel
structure. The design has been adapted for manufacture in
SSAB’s production unit for fully automated manufacturing of
laser-cut steel profiles, in which each steel profile is laser-keyed
to enable highly efficient assembly and welding of the finished
construction elements. In early 2017, the collaboration was
expanded to include a partnership agreement for the purpose of
streamlining the logistics chain supplying the Sicilian projects.
Sales

Ripasso Energy’s technology may redefine the energy industry in
areas with a high annual DNI and good availability of appropriate
fuels. The potential will be realised by making possible a
scalable, high-efficiency renewable energy source, which,
together with biofuels, will be able to completely replace fossil
generation of electrical energy over the long run.

Business model and value chain

In its role as both a technology provider and technology
integrator, Ripasso Energy occupies an important section of the
value chain. Its role will grow more streamlined over time, as the
Company’s partners gain the ability to complete the integration
step.
The main steps in the process of selling and delivering power
generation facilities are as follows:

services. Ripasso Energy does not currently intend to perform
final assembly or installation of solar hybrids. During the first few
years, however, Ripasso Energy will participate in the start-up
phase at new installations, both as a learning experience for
the Company and in order to train EPC providers in how best to
install and maintain a Ripasso Energy solar hybrid.
Cash flow

• Project Developer: Finances license agreements until the
project has secured long-term owners
• Technology Provider: Develops and produces important
components, in Ripasso Energy’s case the Stirling engine and
the associated software, and procures and provides other
necessary equipment, including parabolic solar dishes
• EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction):
Is responsible for project management and delivery of the
project, and ensures electricity generation

IPPs typically pay around 50 percent upfront, and settle the
remainder over the installation period. Maintenance essentially
comprises replacing the Stirling engine’s seals and cleaning
mirrors (on-site), with an estimated profit margin of around
30 percent. The revenue and the work put in to generate it are
shared between the technology provider and the EPC. This
model minimises Ripasso Energy’s need for working capital
and eliminates delivery risk, as the project developer and the
EPC company balance the project’s cost of capital.
Local content

• IPP (Independent Power Provider): Ensures a PPA (Power
Purchase Agreement) and is in charge of operation and
financing
• Off-taker: Electrical utilities that supply electricity to end-users
Ripasso Energy operates as a technology provider and
technology integrator. The Ripasso Energy solar hybrid is a
complete power generation system marketed to EPCs, IPPs,
utilities and other partners operating on the global electricity
markets. The key component in its product range is the Stirling
engine. The engine is based on the original design by Kockums,
and has been developed further by Ripasso Energy to achieve
optimal energy efficiency at the lowest possible cost. In addition
to its solar hybrid, Ripasso Energy also provides spare parts and

An important parameter in the procurement process, occasionally
accounting for up to approx. 30 percent of the evaluation criteria,
is the percentage of local content, i.e. what percentage of the
delivery has been sourced from the country in question. Thanks
to the large fraction of standard components used in its systems,
Ripasso Energy has the advantage of being able to profitably
engage local workers and suppliers for up to approximately
50 percent of the order value. Thanks to the dependability
of the Stirling engine, it is possible for local staff to maintain
and operate the facility without requiring extensive external
assistance. In order to achieve economies of scale, the Stirling
engine will be manufactured in its entirety by Ripasso Energy
(via Sibbhultsverken) in Sweden. For very large orders, it is also
possible that a portion of production will take place on the local
market.

Project Developer

Technology provider

EPC (Engineering,
Procurement and
Construction)

IPP (Independent
Power Provider)

Off-taker

Secures off-taker

Delivers technology

Builds site

Finance and operate site

Purchases electricity

Secures licenses

Provides support, spares
and service

Installs equipment

Negotiates PPA
(Power Purchase Agreement)

Secures land

Guarantee production

Fig. Summary of the value chain and its participants
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Pricing

2011: The Company’s first solar hybrid prototype tested in

Generally, the Stirling engine is priced so as to ensure that the
total cost of the project ends up around 2 MUSD/MW. Ripasso’s
strategy is to set uniform prices for the Stirling engines in the
projects we deliver to. Yet the total cost of a project is affected
somewhat by conditions on the market in question, and by the
size of the project. The Company’s sales margins will improve
with increasing product volumes, and thus larger production
runs.

Turkey

Sales process and sales channels

2015: First hybridised Stirling engine completed and
successfully tested with natural gas

The energy market is characterised by protracted decisionmaking processes with multiple parties involved, meaning that
the sales process typically takes 12–24 months from the time of
initial contact. Ripasso Energy’s established contacts with EPC
partners and project developers have provided the Company with
insight and influence, which helps facilitate the decision-making
process. After years of exploratory marketing, Ripasso Energy is
very confident in its partners’ networks on select markets.
Permits

Important permits required in the run-up to a contract include
generation licenses, grid connection permits, a PPA, and
environmental approval. In Italy, the permitting process is
estimated to require about 6-8 months for smaller projects where
the Company’s partners are in charge of the process.
History
2008: The Company is formed, with an agreement signed
between Ripasso Energy and Kockums
2009: Agreement signed with Graphite Energy Australia to
evaluate the Company’s Stirling technology in combination with
Graphite Energy’s thermal storage system
2009: Agreement signed with Metallbearbetning i Sibbhult for
the production of Stirling engines
2010: Agreement signed with Argenda for the testing of a solar
hybrid prototype in Antalya, Turkey
2010: Agreement signed with GHG Reductions Ltd. concerning
the Company’s reference facility in Upington, South Africa
2010: Successful test of the Company’s first own-produced
Stirling engines
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2012: The Company’s South African test facility put into
operation
2013: Initial studies carried out concerning a hybridised product,
showing good potential to bring a competitive product to market
2014: Decision taken to start development of a hybridised
product.

2016: Framework agreement with Horizon (Italy) ready
2016: The Company’s shares listed on the NGM Nordic MTF.
2016: Contract to supply an initial unit of the company’s CSP
product to be installed at the University of Palermo entered into
with Horizon.
2017: The company’s hybridisation solution is protected by three
patent applications.
Partnership with Horizon and upcoming projects

In spring 2016, Ripasso Energy entered into a framework
agreement with the Italian company Horizon. Under the
agreement, Horizon will be responsible for the development and
completion of solar hybrid projects in which Ripasso Energy’s
Stirling engine and software will be used. Horizon has also
undertaken to resell the projects to end customers, thereby
financing the projects.
At the turn of 2016/2017, Horizon had 40 or so projects in
various stages of the license application process, spread across
four provinces of Sicily. These projects offer a combined sales
potential of just over 150 Stirling engines from Ripasso Energy,
which together will supply just over 5 MW.
Horizon is handling the local permit applications for the projects,
and expects to secure approvals for all projects in 2017. Because
the approval process is purely administrative in nature and
does not require any political decisions to be taken, the risk of a
material delay is thought to be low. Projects corresponding to 55
units have already been approved for connection to the Sicilian
electricity grid in the first administrative approval round.

Once the projects have been approved it will take around six
weeks, according to Horizon, before a project is financed and
an order placed, meaning that, in Horizon’s estimate, all of the
approximately 150 Stirling engines will be ordered in 2017.
It is expected that the bulk of the engines will be ordered in
the third quarter, and that the remainder will be ordered in
the fourth quarter.
Because the Italian government guarantees a high “feed-in tariff”
for the Company’s generation technology, the Company may be
able to achieve a good profit margin even on a production volume
of around 100 Stirling engines. In other words, Sicily offers the
opportunity to build commercially viable facilities, which in turn
will help underpin confidence in the technology and make it
possible to open up new markets using the same business model.

Over the longer term, the Company may initiate projects in
which the Stirling engine is used for applications other than the
solar hybrid. The Stirling engine’s strength is its high degree of
efficiency combined with its ability to handle fuels of varying
quality, all while incurring minimal maintenance costs. The
Company’s Stirling engine is able to run on a wide range of
fuels, such as biogas, ethanol and industrial flare gas. Upcoming
projects may therefore aim to develop applications not involving
solar operation, which opens up the possibility of pursuing
other business models without requiring extensive contractual
adjustments. At present, however, the Company has not yet
resolved to pursue any such projects.
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Market overview

The technology most closely comparable to Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid is what is referred to as CSP;
Concentrated Solar Power. Unlike photovoltaic cells, CSP has the ability to bring generation forward to
the hours after sunset, and to feed electricity into the grid when most needed during the evening hours.
The two dominant technologies, parabolic troughs and solar power towers, capture solar radiation to
heat molten salts that are then stored in large tanks, and which can be used to drive a steam turbine
when electricity is needed. To supplement the heat from the sun, natural gas is used to heat the molten
salt in the morning, or to generate electricity on cloudy days. The costs for these solutions have not
come down at the same rate as the cost for photovoltaics, yet demand is still strong, as many markets
see great value in the higher availability of electricity combined with the large renewable fraction.
Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid rates very favourably against this technology in all respects, but for the
fact that it is not yet bankable, i.e. it is not yet possible to use large projects based on this technology as
collateral to obtain refinancing from commercial banks.

The solar hybrid solution’s advantages over traditional
CSP:

• Lower investment costs: The price of CSP is 4-9 MUSD/MW,
depending on execution and storage capacity. Ripasso Energy
expects to be able to deliver a turnkey facility at well under
4 MUSD/MW on a small scale for the first projects, and at ’
2 MUSD/MW once the first project with a size of over 30 MW
has been secured.
• Lower maintenance costs: The reported costs for CSP are
50 USD/MWh for operation and maintenance of a typical
facility. Ripasso Energy considers it entirely feasible to
operate and maintain a facility at a cost of 10 USD/MWh.
• Water is a scarce commodity on most markets with high solar
irradiation. Traditional CSP uses large amounts of steam,
leading to high water consumption. Ripasso Energy’s solar
hybrid uses no water to produce electricity.
• Option to build modularly: Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid
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can be broken up and built near the site where electricity
is consumed. Traditional CSP has grown larger and larger
in scale in an attempt to drive down costs and improve
efficiency. This necessitates significant investment in
high-voltage networks to deliver electricity to end consumers.
• Construction time and robustness: Ripasso Energy’s solution
is based on a large number of units, each of which generates
33 kW and operates independently of the others. This means
that the units can be connected one by one, and will be able
to generate electricity for the grid during construction. It also
makes for high security of supply, as a fault in a single unit
will not significantly impact total generation.
• Gas combustion twice as efficient: Most CSP plants use gas
for 15-30 percent of their electricity generation. This gas is
put through an inefficient steam turbine at a low conversion
rate. Ripasso Energy’s Stirling engine is estimated to be twice
as efficient, meaning that the gas used will yield twice as
much electricity.

The market for traditional CSP is worth more than SEK 50 billion
annually, and facilities have been built in several countries. In
spite of its many technological advantages, Ripasso Energy must
first prove its solar hybrid commercially and gain acceptance from
banks, project developers, EPC companies and end customers
before its technology can mount a serious challenge to traditional
CSP. Although there are forecasts calling for cost improvements
on all fronts for this technology, Ripasso Energy’s solution rates
favourably compared to the forecasts for 2025 drawn up by the
industry itself.
Diesel power plants are a tried and tested technology that is
both inexpensive to purchase, and widely used in large-scale
and smaller facilities alike. The major drawbacks are that the
electricity costs end up higher than for large-scale solutions like
coal, gas and nuclear power, mainly due to the high maintenance
costs, short service life and lower fuel conversion rate. The
advantages of this technology are the flexibility and the certainty
that electricity will always be available. Ripasso Energy’s solar
hybrid rates very favourably compared to diesel power plants
in terms of technology and economics, but there is a long way
to go before the Company is able to offer solutions that are as
commercially flexible. The advantages presented by Ripasso
Energy’s solar hybrid include its high, uniform fuel conversion
rate, the flexibility in choice of fuel, as well as its long service life
and low maintenance costs. But possibly the biggest advantage
is the ability to reduce fuel consumption by 50 percent, by letting
solar heat produce electricity when it is available. At present,
Ripasso Energy is not able to offer individual, small-scale
customers an attractive solution on their respective markets. This
ability will only emerge once the engine has been commercially
proven and has entered the mass production phase. When this
happens, it will be through local partnerships or through a new
owner’s distribution channels.
Various kinds of hybrid solutions are coming onto the market, but
only a few have been built. The most successful hybrid solutions
consist of photovoltaic cells, a diesel power plant and batteries,
along with the control system needed to make them interoperate.
The fact that these solutions have not yet been rolled out in large
quantities can be seen as evidence that it is difficult to create

an attractive and reliable solution. Batteries are still expensive,
and represent a weakness in these systems. Not only that, but
there are three different facilities tying up capital when only
one of them can generate electricity at a time. Ripasso Energy
estimates that Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid has the potential to
generate significantly cheaper electricity in markets with high
solar irradiation.
Coal energy accounts for the largest production volume on the
global market, as it is able to produce cheap, reliable electricity.
Yet its negative environmental impact is garnering increasing
attention, and both government-imposed taxes and supranational
arrangements are causing its market share to shrink. In the
United States for example, it is estimated that 90 percent of
new generating capacity will be built using gas, wind or solar
power. And here is where Ripasso Energy’s greatest long-term
opportunity lies, as the solar hybrid does exactly what is so
appreciated about coal power: generate reliable electricity at a
reasonable price. We should also mention that the availability of
Ripasso Energy’s solar hybrid is superior to that of coal power,
as it is able to adjust its output in real time to the demand for
electricity. In order to evolve into a real alternative to coal power,
economically speaking, a number of conditions must be met:
• Construction of large-scale facilities (over 30 MW)
• Manufacturing of engines that reaches an annual production
volume of at least a few thousand units
• We find good partners (EPCs) that are able to drive down
facility construction costs
• We find attractive financing solutions
• Gas is available at a reasonable cost
A precondition for being able carry into effect what is described
above is that we prove the solar hybrid commercially. At things
now stand, the Company has identified a site suitable for this
purpose: Sicily in Italy is deemed to offer the best conditions.
The Company has therefore initiated a partnership with Horizon
in Sicily. More information is available in the section entitled
“Partnership with Horizon and upcoming projects”.
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Director’s report

The Board of Directors and CEO of
Ripasso Energy AB (publ), 556760-6602,
with its registered office in Gothenburg,
hereby submit the company’s annual
report for 2016.

Significant events during the financial year.
The following significant events occurred during
the year:

1.

The Company entered into a framework agreement with
a Sicily-based partner and customer, Horizon, which has
given the company a project pipeline expected to generate
new orders for the first 100 solar hybrid units as early as
the second half of 2017. The company also reached an
agreement with Horizon to work together to deliver an initial
solar-based unit to the University of Palermo in the spring of
2017;

2.

The Company has successfully demonstrated that the
Company’s solar power-based Stirling engine can also be
run on alternative fuels. This means that the Company’s
solar hybrid solution provides what the market wants –
the maximum fraction of renewable energy paired with
100 percent availability;

3.

A number of new share issues have been carried out, which,
alongside the loan commitment from the company’s owners,
have covered the company’s capitalisation requirements
well into 2018;

4.

The Company has applied for, and been approved to have,
its shares listed on the NGM Nordic MTF;

5.

The company’s test and reference facility in South Africa
has been upgraded to the latest product version, which also
serves as the basis for the mass production expected to
commence in 2017 for the company’s potential projects in
Sicily.

General information about the business

Ripasso Energy has developed a hybridised Stirling engine,
based on an exclusive license from Kockums. The Company’s
hybrid solution makes it possible to generate electricity 24 hours
a day. The solution uses solar energy when available, and is able
to harness a wide range of fuels during hours of darkness and
cloud. The Stirling engine has been developed for large-scale
production in cooperation with Sibbhultsverken in order to bring
down unit costs to a competitive level. The engine has also been
adapted to operate with a number of heat sources, such as
concentrated solar heat and the combustion of most gases and
liquid fuels. The final product is an engine that is able to deliver
electricity around the clock, and that has the highest possible
fraction of renewables and such a high fuel conversion rate that
its operating costs rate well compared to the alternatives, both
in major installations that tie into a national electricity grid, and
in small installations for private customers, for instance in the
mining industry. The Company’s hybrid solution is expected to
be in demand on the large and growing market for renewable
energy because, unlike existing technology, it is able to deliver
electricity at a competitive price even when the sun is not shining
or when the wind is not blowing.
Ripasso Energy AB (Publ) has its registered office in Gothenburg.
The Company’s shares were approved for listing in November
2016 and are now traded on the NGM Nordic MTF under the
ticker symbol RISE MTF. Shareholders, other participants in the
stock market as well as the general public may subscribe free
of charge to the Company’s press releases and financial reports,
which are distributed via Cision.
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Business performance, profit and financial position
Position and profit

The company’s revenue amounted to SEK 21,271 thousand
(SEK 22,524 thousand) and consists primarily of capitalised work
for its own account. Net sales amounted to SEK 517 thousand
(SEK 1,022 thousand) and profit net of financial items was
recognised in the amount of SEK -8,177 thousand
(SEK -15,440 thousand). The negative profit is largely
attributable to other external expenses and personnel costs.
As at year-and, capitalised development costs amounted to
SEK 186,194 thousand (SEK 165,572 thousand).
(SEK
thousand)

Net sales

Profit after
financial items

Equity
ratio

2016

517

-8,177

97%

2015

1,022

-15,440

76%

2014

2,759

6,057

82%

2013

249

5,065

90%

Cash flow and financial position

The company’s cash flow amounted to SEK 26,101 thousand
(SEK -2,523 thousand). As at the balance sheet date, cash and cash
equivalents amounted to SEK 27,339 thousand (SEK 1,238 thousand).
This positive cash flow is largely attributable to the new share
issue that preceded the listing of Ripasso Energy’s shares. The new
share issue raised a total of SEK 29,201 thousand for the company,
including set-offs and net of issue expenses, and resulted in the
company having 3,268 shareholders as at year-end.
Changes in equity

As at the balance sheet date, the company’s equity amounted
to SEK 209,849 thousand (129,923 thousand). During the year,
the company’s equity was increased by a total of SEK 88,103
thousand through new share issues, after taking issue expenses
into consideration. As at the balance sheet date, there were
61,157,709 shares outstanding, having a quota value of
SEK 0.01 per share.
Important facts
Ownership structure

The company’s shares are listed for trading on the NGM Nordic
MTF, Stockholm. There are a total of 61,157,709 shares, and the
company’s principal shareholders are Sven Sahle (through Dagny
OÜ) and AC Cleantech Growth Fund I Holding AB, which together hold
67.7% of the shares and votes in the company. The remaining shares
are owned by companies and private individuals, none of whom have
a shareholding in excess of 10%.
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Option program.

At the Company’s Extraordinary General Meeting, held on
10 October 2014, a resolution was passed unanimously at
the behest of the Board of Directors approving the issue of
464 warrants to the Company’s employees. In addition to staff
members, board member Ulf Gundemark holds 35 warrants,
and CEO Gunnar Larsson holds 250 warrants. The warrants
were issued at an estimated market value of SEK 6,722 per
warrant. Payment was made in a total amount of SEK 3,119,008.
This program is not subsidised by the Company, and the Company
is not expected to incur any material expenses in connection with
the program. The reason for the program’s introduction was to
encourage employees and certain senior executives to invest in
the Company.
One (1) warrant entitles the holder to subscribe for ten thousand
(10,000) new shares for approximately SEK 2.30 per share from
1 November 2017 up to and including 30 November 2017, and
from 1 October 2021 up to and including 30 October 2021. If all
warrants are exercised, the Company will raise approximately
SEK 10.7 million, and its share capital will increase by
SEK 46,400. The 4,640,000 shares thus issued currently
correspond to around 7 percent of the Company’s share
capital. The warrants are not recorded in the securities register,
and expire on 31 October 2021.
Anticipated future development and material
risks and uncertainties
In 2017, the company’s focus will be on finalising the company’s
product for mass production and on commencing production
of the first units for delivery to Horizon in Sicily. The Board of
Directors is also continuing its efforts to raise capital in order to
ensure that the initial commercial projects are carried out, and
to ensure that the necessary guarantees in such projects can be
provided.
During the first half of 2017, Ripasso Energy and Horizon will build
a demonstration facility on grounds belonging to the University
of Palermo. The purpose of the project is to stir investor interest
in facilities employing Ripasso Energy’s Stirling engine, and to
transfer knowledge about the construction process to Horizon,
so that they are well-placed to build commercial-grade facilities.
The estimated date of completion is 31 May 2017.
Ripasso Energy has a unique product that offers electricity from
renewable energy sources with guaranteed availability. With a
modularity that allows for distributed generation of electricity, the
potential market for the product is very large, and is also expected
to grow rapidly. The Board of Directors therefore takes a very
positive view of the company’s opportunities going forward.

Material risks and uncertainties

Commitments and product liability

The Board of Directors and the management team conduct
ongoing assessments of the risks that may affect the valuation
of the company’s assets and liabilities, as well as the company’s
profitability. It should be noted that the company’s operations
mainly have to do with developing and commercialising new
technology. The company’s development therefore carries
technical, financial and regulatory risks. The most important
risks, which are reproduced from the information memorandum
published in November 2016 ahead of Ripasso Energy’s listing on
the NGM Nordic MTF, are listed below:

In the process of selling its Stirling engines, the Company makes
commitments as regards delivery time and performance. If the
Company is unable to deliver the Stirling engines on time, or
if their performance does not live up to the commitments that
the Company has made, the Company may become liable to
compensate counterparts for damages up to the applicable
liability caps, where appropriate. In the event that the Company’s
products cause harm, the party or parties so harmed may pursue
remedies against the Company in accordance with product
liability provisions. If warranty claims or product liability should
arise and such claims or liability are not fully covered by the
Company’s insurance or ability to pursue recourse claims, the
Company’s financial position may be adversely affected.

Financing and future capital requirements

Depending on overall business performance, the Company may
need additional capital to acquire assets or to further develop
existing assets on terms that are commercially acceptable to
the Company. The Company’s ability to secure financing in the
future will depend on how the Company’s business performs,
but also on other factors beyond the Company’s control, such as
macroeconomic developments and the willingness of the capital
market to finance companies in the sector in which the Company
operates. If the Company is unable to obtain sufficient financing,
the scope of the Company’s operations may be restricted. Such an
inability may have a materially adverse effect on the Company’s
operations, financial position and earnings.

Regulatory changes in Italy

The Horizon project’s economic viability is based on the Italian
government’s guarantee of a high “feed-in tariff” for the
Company’s CSP technology. If the Italian government were to
stop guaranteeing, or if it were to significantly reduce the “feedin tariff” compared to the tariff currently in force, the project’s
economic viability would deteriorate, which would have adverse
consequences for the project. If that occurs, there is a risk that
the project will be delayed or not be carried out at all, which
would have adverse consequences for the Company’s operations.

Dependence on key personnel and employees

Dependence on Sibbhultsverken

Ripasso Energy has key personnel who are important to
the successful development of the Company’s operations.
Ripasso Energy is dependent on having qualified and motivated
personnel in every post. It is very important that the Company
manage to attract and retain key personnel, and that such
personnel perceive Ripasso Energy as being a stimulating
employer. If such key personnel and employees were to leave the
Company, this would have an adverse effect on the Company’s
operations.

The Company’s Stirling engine is manufactured at
Sibbhultsverken in Sweden. The Company judges that it would
be difficult to find another engine supplier in the short term.
If the production facility in Sibbhult were to be knocked out,
e.g. as a result of a fire or sabotage, this would carry a risk that
the Company’s projects would be delayed and experience cost
increases. If that occurs, it would have adverse consequences
for the Company’s operations.

Dependence on Horizon as a partner

The Company’s most important project at present is being
carried out in Sicily, Italy. The Company is carrying out the project
together with an Italian company called Horizon S.R.L. Horizon will
manage development, completion and financing of the project.
It would be difficult for the Company to replace Horizon with
another partner without this entailing adverse consequences for
the project. It is therefore important to the Company that Horizon
fulfil its obligations to the Company as regards the project’s
completion. In the absence of such fulfilment, there is a risk that
the project will be delayed, experience cost increases or not be
carried out at all, which would have adverse consequences on the
Company’s operations.

Advances in connection with the Keetmanshoop project
in Namibia

The intention is to partly finance the Company’s Keetmanshoop
project in Namibia with support from “The Energy and Environment
Partnership” (“EEP”), a support program whose aim is to develop
renewable energy technologies in Southeast Asia and Africa. The
program is financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland
and by English and Dutch authorities. The Company’s local partner
on the project, the South African company Basil Read Energy Ltd
(“BRE”), has sought and received a grant under the EEP program,
and an advance in the amount of EUR 250,000 has been disbursed.
Subsequently, after deductions for conversion and currency costs,
BRE transferred EUR 221,558 to the Company, which has been
recognised as an advance. If the Keetmanshoop project is not carried
out, or is significantly delayed, EEP may claw the advance back from
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BRE. BRE may then bring action against the Company in the same
amount. The Company believes that it is under no obligation to repay,
but it cannot be ruled out that the Company will be obliged to repay
the advance in such a situation. If that were to happen, it would not
be possible to recognise the advance in income, and the repayment
would have an adverse effect on the Company’s cash flow, which
could have an adverse effect on the Company’s operations.

to sell the electricity at the spot price on the markets where the
Company operates. The Company’s ability to sell solar hybrids for
commercial use will be affected by the general trend in electricity
prices over time, however. If the general electricity price level
comes down and settles at a significantly lower level than where
it is now, the price of the electricity generated by the solar hybrid
may be considered unattractive, meaning that this may have an
adverse effect on the Company’s operations.

Competing products

The Company operates in a competitive market subject to a
rapid pace of development. Product development and innovation
by other operators may lead to a situation where products and
technologies having better characteristics than the Company’s
products emerge. If the Company is unable to maintain the
competitiveness of the Company’s products, this may have a
materially adverse effect on the Company’s financial position
and earnings.

Currency risks

It is thought that Ripasso Energy will earn the majority of
its revenue in foreign currencies going forward, primarily in
euro. While the bulk of its costs, especially personnel costs, is
denominated in Swedish kronor. This means that exchange rate
fluctuations between the euro and the Swedish krona may have
an adverse effect on earnings.
Proposed appropriation of profits

Time-limited exclusivity in the agreement with Kockums

The Company’s main technology is based on a license from
Kockums. The license is perpetual and is currently exclusive. Yet
the exclusivity period expires on 31 December 2018. After that
date, there is a risk that Kockums will issue a corresponding
license to another operator. The Company’s proprietary technology
does give the Company a head start, but this proprietary
technology is not covered by patents, so it cannot be ruled out
that other operators will attempt to develop products similar to
those of the Company. If a competitor develops a similar product
with characteristics superior to those of the Company’s products,
there is a risk that this will have a materially adversely effect on
the Company’s financial position and earnings.
Electricity price trend

The electricity from the Company’s solar hybrid comes primarily
from a renewable energy source. Paired with the fact that the
electricity is available around the clock, is delivered at the power
that the customer wants and at locations that may not be tied
into existing grids, in the Company’s assessment this means that
the solar hybrid will be attractive for commercial applications
even if the production cost is at a level where it is not profitable
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HAS THE FOLLOWING
FUNDS AT ITS DISPOSAL, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE NET
INCOME IN THE AMOUNT OF SEK -8,177 THOUSAND.

Amounts in SEK thousand
Share premium reserve

208,175

Retained earnings

-11,362

Net income
Total

-8,177
188,636

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROPOSES THAT THIS
UNRESTRICTED CAPITAL BE APPROPRIATED AS FOLLOWS.

Amounts in SEK thousand
Carried forward

188,636

Total

188,636

Details regarding the company’s earnings and financial position
are presented in the following income statements, balance sheets
and notes. The reporting currency is the Swedish krona. All
amounts are in SEK unless otherwise stated.
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Income statement

Amounts in SEK thousand

Note

2016

2015

517

1,022

20,601

21,494

Operating income
Net sales
Capitalised work for own account

7

Other operating income
Total revenue

153

8

21,271

22,524

-12,541

-20,072

Operating expenses
Raw materials and consumables
3.8

-8,572

-3,715

Personnel costs

Other external expenses

4

-8,080

-8,414

Depreciation/amortisation of tangible fixed assets

5

-256

-728

Other operating expenses

-

-94

Total expenses

-29,449

-33,023

Operating profit

-8,178

-10,499

Income from financial items
Interest income and similar items

1

1

Interest charges and similar items

-

-4,942

Total income from financial items

-8,177

-15,440

Income after financial items

-8,177

-15,440

Tax on profit/loss for the year
Net income
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-

-

-8,177

-15,440

Balance sheet

Amounts in SEK thousand

Note

31-12-2016

31-12-2015

2.7

186,194

165,572

186,194

165,572

103

359

103

359

186,297

165,932

Goods in process

1,465

1,153

Total

1,465

1,153

ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets
Capitalised expenditures for development work
Total
Tangible fixed assets
Property, plant and equipment
Total
Total fixed assets

5

Current assets
Inventories, etc.

Current receivables
Accounts receivable

-

469

Current tax receivables

233

233

Other receivables

538

702

Prepaid expenses

182

419

Total

953

1,823

Cash and bank balances

27,339

1,238

Total current assets

29,757

4,215

216,054

170,146

TOTAL ASSETS
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EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Equity
Restricted equity
612

453

Fund for development expenses

Share capital

20,601

-

Total

21,213

453

Share premium reserve

208,175

120,266

Retained earnings

-11,362

24,643

Unrestricted equity

10

13

Net income

-8,177

-15,440

Total

188,636

129,470

Total equity

209,849

129,923

Prepayments from customers

2,070

2,520

Accounts payable

2,297

2,223

Current liabilities

Other current liabilities
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Total
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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11

102

29,664

1,736

5,817

6,205

40,223

216,054

170,146

Statement of changes in equity

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 31-12-2016

Amounts in
SEK thousand
Equity 31-12-2015 1)

Restricted equity

Unrestricted equity

Share Fund for
capital development
fees
453

Share
premium
reserve
120,266

Net income
New share issue

159

Retained
earnings t

Net
income

24,643

-15,440

-15,440

15,440

87,909

Shareholders’ contributions

36

Expansion in development fund

20,601

-20,601

Net income

-8,177

Equity 31-12-2016

612

20,601

208,175

-11,362

-8,177

1) Other unrestricted reserves contain paid-up funds for a warrant program. The total number of warrants is 464. Warrant holders are
entitled to exercise 1 warrant to subscribe for 10,000 common shares from 1 November 2017 up to and including 30 November 2017,
and from 1 October 2021 up to and including 30 October 2021. The subscription price is SEK 2.30 per share.

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 31-12-2015

Amounts in SEK
thousand
Equity 31-12-2014

Restricted equity

Unrestricted equity

Share capital

Share
premium
reserve

Retained
earnings t

Net
income

408

99,312

30,701

-6,057

-6,057

6,057

45

20,955

Net income
New share issue
Shareholders’ contributions

-

Net income
Equity 31-12-2015

-15,440
453

120,266

24,643

-15,440
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Cash flow statement

Amounts in SEK thousand

Note

01-01-201631-12-2016

01-01-201531-12-2015

- 8,177

-15,440

256

728

-7,921

-15,184

-

-

-7,921

-15,184

Operating activities
Profit after financial items
Adjustments for items not included in cash flow, etc.
Total
Income tax paid
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

5

Cash flow from changes in working capital
Increase(-)/decrease (+) in inventories
Increase(-)/decrease (+) in operating receivables
Increase(+)/decrease (-) in operating liabilities
Cash flow from operating activities

-312

-91

871

-572

-4,498

13,384

-11,860

12,721

-20,621

-21,494

Investing activities
Acquisition of intangible fixed assets
Acquisition of tangible fixed assets
Cash flow from investing activities

-38
-20,621

-21,532

88,067

21,000

Financing activities
New share issue
Shareholders’ contributions
Amortisation of loans

36
-29,521

Cash flow from financing activities

58,582

21,000

Cash flow for the year

26,101

-2,523

1,238

3,761

27,339

1,238

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR
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Notes
Note 1 Accounting and valuation principles
General accounting principles

The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act and the general provisions of the
Swedish Accounting Standards Board, BFNAR 2012:1 Annual
Accounts and Consolidated Accounts (K3 regulations). Unless
otherwise stated, the accounting principles are unchanged
compared to those used the previous year.
General valuation principles

Assets, provisions and liabilities have been valued at cost
unless otherwise stated.
Revenue

The inflow of financial benefits that the company has received
or will receive for its own account is recognised as revenue.
Revenue is valued at the fair value of items that have been
received or will be received, less any discounts.
Sale of goods

Upon the sale of goods, revenue is recognised on delivery.
Upon the sale of goods, revenue is recognised when the
following criteria are met:
• The financial advantages associated with the transaction
are likely to accrue to the company;

Leasing – lessees

All leasing agreements are reported as operational leasing
agreements. The lease payments owed under operational leasing
agreements, including the elevated first-time rent but excluding
expenditures for services such as insurance and maintenance,
are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the
lease period.
Intangible fixed assets

The capitalisation model is used upon recognition of development
expenditures. Expenditures for intangible fixed assets are
recognised on the balance sheet if it is likely that the future
financial benefits attributable to the asset will accrue to the
company and that the assets’ cost basis can be reliably
calculated.
Future expenditures are added to the cost basis if it is likely
that such expenditures entail that the asset will generate future
financial benefits in excess of the original assessment, and if
such expenditures can be reliably calculated and attributed to the
asset. Other future expenditures are recognised as expenses in
the period in which they are incurred. Depreciation is allocated
systematically over the asset’s estimated useful life.
In the case of intangible assets, no depreciation has been
recognised as yet, as such assets have not yet been entered into
use, and their book value is deemed to be reasonable in relation
to anticipated future revenue.

• The income can be reliably calculated;
• The company has transferred the significant risks and benefits
associated with ownership of the goods to the purchaser.
• The company is no longer involved in the type of ongoing
management generally associated with ownership, nor does
it exercise any real control over the goods sold; and
• The expenditures that have arisen or which are expected to
arise as a consequence of the transaction can be reliably
calculated.
Service assignments and construction contracts –
current account

Income from assignments on current account is recognised as
revenue pari passu with the work being performed and with
materials being delivered or consumed.
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Tangible fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets are recognised at cost less accumulated
depreciation. In addition to the purchase price, the cost basis
includes expenses directly attributable to the acquisition.
Additional expenses that satisfy the asset criterion are included
in the calculation of the asset’s carrying value. Expenditures for
ongoing maintenance and repairs are recognised as costs when
incurred.
Tangible fixed assets are depreciated over 5 years.

Impairment losses – tangible and intangible
Fixed assets

On each balance sheet date, it is determined whether there is any
indication that an asset’s value is lower than its carrying value. If
there are indications to that effect, the asset’s recoverable amount
is calculated.
The recoverable amount is the higher of the fair value less selling
expenses and the value in use. Upon calculation of the value in
use, the present value of the future cash flows that the asset
is expected to generate in the course of operating activities is
calculated, along with the cash flow expected to arise upon
disposal or scrapping. The discount rate applied is pre-tax, and
reflects assessments made on market terms of the time value of
money and the risks affecting the asset. A previous impairment
loss is reversed only if the reasons on which the calculation of the
recoverable amount were based as of the most recent impairment
loss recognition have changed.
Inventories

Inventories are carried at the lower of cost and net realisable
value. The risk of obsolescence has been taken into account.
The cost basis is calculated according to the first-in first-out
principle. In addition to expenditures incurred on purchase,
the cost basis also includes expenditures incurred in order to
convey the goods to their current location and to bring them
into their current condition.
For semi-manufactured and finished goods, the cost basis
consists of direct production costs as well as indirect costs
accounting for more than an insignificant portion of the total
expenditure for the manufacture. The valuation takes normal
capacity utilisation into account.
Financial assets and liabilities

Financial assets and liabilities are recognised in accordance
with Chapter 11 (Financial instruments valued at cost) of
BFNAR 2012 1.
Balance sheet recognition and derecognition

A financial asset or financial liability is recognised on the balance
sheet when the company becomes party to the instrument’s
contractual terms. A financial asset is derecognised when the
contractual right to the cash flow generated by the asset has
lapsed or been settled. The same applies when the risks and
benefits associated with ownership have been transferred to
another party in all material respects, and the company no
longer has control of the financial asset. A financial liability is
derecognised when the contractual obligation is fulfilled or has
lapsed.

Valuation of financial assets

Financial assets are valued at cost upon initial recognition,
including any transaction expenses that are directly attributable
to the acquisition of the asset. After initial recognition, financial
current assets are valued at the lower of the cost basis and
the net realisable value as at the balance sheet date. Accounts
receivable and other receivables comprising current assets are
valued individually in the amount expected to be collected.
Valuation of financial liabilities

Financial liabilities are valued at amortised cost. Costs that are
directly attributable to the raising of loans modify the loan’s cost
basis and are amortised using the effective interest method.
Foreign currency

Monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are translated
at the closing rate. Non-monetary items are not restated but
recognised at the price at the time of acquisition.
Remuneration to employees
Post-employment employee benefit plans

Post-employment benefit plans are either classified as definedcontribution or defined-benefit. The company has only definedcontribution plans.
In the case of defined-contribution plans, defined contributions
are paid to another company, usually an insurance company,
and the company is no longer under any obligation to the
employee once the contribution has been paid in. The extent
of the employee’s post-employment benefits depends on
the contributions paid in, and on the return earned on such
contributions.
Defined-contribution plans

The contributions for defined-contribution plans are recognised as
expenses. Unpaid contributions are recognised as liabilities.
Termination benefits

Termination benefits, to the extent that the benefit does not give
the company any future financial benefits, are only recognised
as liabilities and expenses when the company has a legal or
constructive obligation to either
• terminate an employee or a group of employees before the
normal date of such employment’s discontinuation, or to
• provide termination benefits by designing packages to
encourage voluntary redundancy.
Termination benefits are only recognised when the company has
a detailed plan in place for the given termination and is without
realistic possibility of withdrawal from the plan.
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Tax

Intangible asset impairment test

Tax on profit/loss for the year in the income statement consists
of current tax and deferred tax. Current tax is the income tax for
the current financial year relating to the taxable profit and the
part of the previous financial year’s income tax that has not yet
been reported. Deferred tax is the income tax on taxable income
relating to future financial years as a result of past transactions
or events.

The company’s capitalised development costs amounted to
SEK 186,194 thousand (165 572). Multiple assumptions about
future conditions and estimates of parameters have been relied
on in calculating the recovery amount in order to assess the
need to recognise any impairment losses; these assumptions are
presented in Note 7. A change in these assumptions could have
an impact on the value of balance sheet items.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary
differences, yet not for temporary differences arising from the
initial recognition of goodwill. Deferred tax assets are recognised
for deductible temporary differences, and for the possibility of
utilising tax loss carry-forwards in the future. The valuation is
based on the way in which the carrying value for the respective
asset or liability is expected to be recovered or settled. The
amounts are based on the tax rates and tax rules enacted prior to
the balance sheet date, and have not been discounted to present
value.

Tax

As a maximum, deferred tax assets have been valued at the
amount that is likely to be recovered, based on current and future
taxable earnings. The valuation is reviewed on each balance sheet
date.

Deferred tax assets are recognised in the amount that is likely
to be utilised within a reasonable amount of time from the
balance sheet date. Changes in tax legislation, taxation practice
and ownership may materially affect the right to utilise tax loss
carryforwards. For more information on taxes, see note 6.
Note 3 Operating leases – lessee
Future minimum lease payments for non-terminable operating
leasing agreements:
01-01-201631-12-2016

01-01-201531-12-2015

Within one year

608

494

Between one and five years

116

401

724

895

914

842

Amounts in SEK thousand

Note 2 Accounting estimates and judgements
The Board of Directors and the management team conduct
ongoing assessments of the risks that may affect the valuation
of the company’s assets and liabilities, as well as the company’s
profitability.
Certain significant accounting estimates made in the application
of the company’s accounting principles are described below.
The sources of the uncertainty that exists are associated with
the company’s business of commercialising new technology, and
comprise technical, financial and regulatory risks.

Lease payments recognised
as an expense for the
financial year

Of the lease payments, SEK 154 thousand (SEK 178 thousand)
comprise rents for land, with the remainder comprising office
leases.
Note 4 Employees and personnel costs
Average number of employees
01-01-201631-12-2016

01-01-201531-12-2015

Men

9

10

Women

-

-

9

10

Financial risks

The financial risks are linked to the company’s ability to survive,
and comprise capital and liquidity needs. After the new share
issue carried out in connection with the listing of the company’s
shares, its capital needs are deemed to have been met for the
upcoming 12-month period.
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Note 6 Deferred tax assets

Salaries, other remuneration and social charges
Amounts in SEK thousand

01-01-2016- 01-01-201531-12-2016 31-12-2015

Board and CEO

1,350

1,044

Other Salaries and other
remuneration

3,813

4,404

5,163

5,448

Pension costs

232

226

Board and CEO

478

475

Other employees
Social charges, statutory and
contractual
Board and CEO *)

481

383

Other employees **)

860

968

7,214

7,500

Amounts in SEK thousand
Loss carryforwards
Deferred tax assets/liabilities 1)

Amounts in SEK thousand

Cumulative cost basis
At beginning of year
New acquisitions

6,783

6,745

-

38

6,783

6,783

At beginning of year
Carrying amount at year-end

-

-

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

165,572

144,078

20,621

21,494

At end of year

186,193

165,572

Carrying amount at year-end

186,193

165,572

-Purchases and internal work
capitalised during the year

Upon calculation of the value in use, the present value of the
future cash flows that the asset is expected to generate in the
course of operating activities is calculated, along with the cash
flow expected to arise upon disposal or scrapping. The discount
rate applied is pre-tax, and reflects assessments made on market
terms of the time value of money and the risks affecting the asset.
The future cash flows are based on a forecast of revenues from
customers that the company is currently in discussions with, and
having regard to the quantities that the company hopes to be able
to supply to these customers.
The calculation runs over a 10-year period, and does not rely on
any assumptions with regard to the terminal rate.

Accumulated depreciation
Depreciation for the year

42,994

Cumulative cost basis

There are no outstanding pension obligations to the CEO or
Board of Directors.

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

8,177

Note 7 Capitalised expenditures for development
work

At beginning of year

Amounts in SEK thousand

31-12-2015

1) Deferred tax assets are only recognised to the extent that there are factors
to convincingly indicate that there will be sufficient taxable profits within the
foreseeable future. The right to utilise tax loss carryforwards has changed
as a result of the change in ownership prior to the listing of the company’s
shares

*) of this amount, SEK 56 thousand (SEK 55 thousand) relates to pension
costs.
**) of this amount, SEK 116 thousand (SEK 115 thousand) relates to pension
costs

Note 5 Property, plant and equipment

31-12-2016

-6,424

-5,696

-256

-728

103

359

The test was conceived by assessing an interest rate of 7%,
which is low given the company’s risk profile, yet a sensitivity
analysis shows that there is still headroom to defend the value
of the asset if one reduces assumed volume by 50 percent and
assesses an interest rate of 25%.
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Note 8 Remuneration to the auditor
Amounts in SEK thousand

Note 11 Accrued expenses and deferred income

31-12-2016

31-12-2015

Amounts in SEK thousand
Accrued personnel costs

KPMG
Audit assignment

71

56

-

-

Other services

12

14

Total

83

70

Tax advice

Note 9 Transactions with related parties
Transactions involving related parties refer to the capitalisation
of the company, and were carried out on market terms.
Please refer to Note 4 for the salaries paid to the Board of
Directors and CEO.

Other accrued expenses

quota value

31-12-2016 31-12-2015

1,576

97

4,099

113

142

1,737

5,817

31-12-2016

31-12-2015

Pledges and collateral

none

none

Contingent liabilities

none

none

The Annual General Meeting has the following funds at its
disposal, taking into account the net income in the amount of
SEK -8,177 thousand.
Amounts in SEK thousand

-

3,533
100

Share premium reserve

208,175

Retained earnings

-11,362

Net income

Common shares
number of shares

1,527

Note 12 Pledged collateral and contingent
liabilities

Preferred shares
number of shares

31-12-2015

Note 13 Proposed appropriation of the
company’s profit or loss

Note 10 Number of shares and quota value
Amounts in SEK thousand

Research and development
costs

31-12-2016

Total

-8,177
188,636

61,157,709

1,000

0.01

100

45,330,000*)

4,080

The Board of Directors proposes that this unrestricted capital be
appropriated as follows.

New share issue

9,642,959*)

453

Amounts in SEK thousand

Set-off issue

6,184,750*)

Number of shares closing

61,157,709

quota value
Number of shares opening
balance

* balance
*) After translation to the 1:10,000 split carried out on 2016-08-23
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4,533

Carried forward

188,636

Total

188,636

Note 14 Key ratios
Amounts in SEK thousand

01-01-201631-12-2016

01-01-201531-12-2015

Operating income

21,271

22,524

Operating profit

-8,177

-15,440

Operating profit after tax

-8,177

-15,440

-4%

-12%

97

76

Profitability

Return on equity
Capital structure
Equity/assets ratio as a %
Quick ratio
Weighted average shares outstanding
Potential shares attributable to outstanding stock options (*)
Number of shareholders (*)

456%

8%

53,111,177

44,920,438 (**)

4,640,000

4,640,000 (**)

3,268

6

Earnings per share

-0.15 kr

-0.34 kr (**)

Earnings per share after dilution

-0.14 kr

-0.31 kr (**)

-

-

9

10

7,214

7,500

Dividend per share
Personnel
Average number of employees
Personnel costs
*) Per the balance sheet date
**) After translation to the split carried out on 2016-08-23
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Key performance indicator definitions
Operating income

All income, including capitalised work for own account.

Operating profit

Profit after depreciation.

Operating profit after tax

Profit after tax.

Return on equity

Profit after tax in relation to equity.

Equity ratio

Total equity / Total assets. Total equity refers to taxed equity,
plus 78% of untaxed reserves.

Quick ratio

Current assets ex inventories divided by current liabilities,
including proposed dividend.

Weighted average shares outstanding

Shares outstanding at the beginning of the period adjusted by the
number of new shares issued during the period, multiplied by a
time-weighting factor.

Potential shares attributable to outstanding
stock options

Options outstanding at the end of the period translated into
potential shares.

Earnings per share

Calculated net income divided by the weighted average of
shares outstanding.

Earnings per share after dilution

Calculated net income divided by the weighted average of shares
outstanding and potential shares attributable to outstanding stock
options.

Dividend per share

Resolved dividend per eligible share.

Average number of employees

Average number of employees during the period.

Personnel costs

Personnel costs during the period, including salaries,
other remuneration and social charges.

Note 15 Significant events after year-end
The following significant events occurred after year-end:
The company has filed a total of three patent applications which, if approved, are expected to give the company’s hybridisation
technology strong patent protection against competing solutions.
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Signatures

Gothenburg, on 27 March 2017

Sven Sahle

Andreas Ahlström

Chairman of the Board

Board Member

Johan Ekesiöö

Ulf Gundemark

Board Member

Board Member

Gunnar Larsson

CEO
Our audit report was submitted on 27 March 2017.

Eva Melzig Henriksson
Authorised Public Accountant
KPMG AB
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Audit report
Submitted to the General Assembly of Ripasso Energy AB (publ),
corporate ID no. 556760-6602

Report on the annual report
Opinions
We have conducted an audit of the annual report of Ripasso Energy AB (publ) for the 2016 financial year. The company’s annual report is included on pages 16-35 of this
document.
It is our opinion that the the annual report has been prepared in conformity with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and that it gives a true and fair view, in all material
respects, of Ripasso Energy AB (publ)’s financial position as at 31 December 2016, and of its financial performance and cash flow for the year in conformity with the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The management report is consistent with the other parts of the annual report.
We therefore recommend that the General Assembly adopt the income statement and balance sheet.
Basis of opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibility under these
standards is described in detail in the section entitled “Auditor’s responsibility”. We are independent of Ripasso Energy AB (publ) in accordance with the code of ethics that
applies to auditing in Sweden, and have fulfilled our professional ethical responsibility in accordance with these requirements in other respects.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate as a basis for our opinion.
Information other than the annual report
This document also contains information in addition to the annual report, which is presented on pages 1-15. The Board of Directors and CEO together are responsible for
such other information.
The opinion given by us on the annual report does not extend to such other information, and we make no statement of assurance with regard to this other information.
In connection with our audit of the annual report, it is our responsibility to read through the information identified above and to consider whether the information is materially
inconsistent with the annual report. In this review, we also take into account the other knowledge we have gathered during the audit, and assess whether the information
otherwise appears to contain material misstatements.
If we, based on the work performed with regard to such information, draw the conclusion that such other information contains a material misstatement, we are obliged to
report this conclusion. We have nothing to report in this respect.
The Board of Directors’ and the CEO’s responsibility
The Board of Directors and CEO are responsible for ensuring that the annual report
is prepared, and that it gives a true and fair view in accordance with the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act. The Board of Directors and the CEO are also responsible for
such internal control as the Board and CEO deem necessary in order to prepare an
annual report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to irregularities
or error.

In preparing the annual report, the Board of Directors and the CEO are responsible
for assessing the company’s ability to continue operations. Where appropriate, they
give notice of circumstances that may affect the ability to continue operations and to
rely on the going concern assumption. However, the going concern assumption is not
relied on if the Board of Directors and the CEO intend to liquidate the company, to
discontinue operations, or have no realistic alternative to pursuing one of these two
courses of action.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objectives are to achieve a reasonable degree of assurance regarding whether
the annual report as a whole contains any material misstatements, whether due
to irregularities or errors, and to submit an audit report containing our opinions.
Reasonable assurance provides a high degree of certainty, but is no guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISA and generally accepted auditing
standards in Sweden will in all cases detect a material misstatement where one
exists. Misstatements may occur due to irregularities or errors, and are considered
to be material if they, whether individually or together, can reasonably be expected to
affect the financial decisions taken by users acting in reliance on the annual report.

• we evaluate the appropriateness of the accounting principles used, and
the reasonableness of the Board’s and the CEO’s accounting estimates and
estimates made in the related disclosures.

As part of an audit conducted in conformity with ISA, we exercise professional
judgement and maintain a stance of professional scepticism throughout the audit.
Furthermore:
• we identify and assess the risks of material misstatement in the annual report,
whether due to irregularities or errors, and both structure and carry out audit
procedures on the basis of these risks, among other things; moreover, we obtain
audit evidence of a kind and quality sufficient and appropriate to serve as a basis
for our opinion. The risk of failing to detect a material misstatement resulting
from irregularities is higher than that of failing to detect a material misstatement
due to error, as irregularities may include collusion, forgery, deliberate omissions,
misinformation or failure to exercise internal control.
• we form an understanding of the portion of the company’s internal controls of
relevance to our audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
having regard to the circumstances, yet not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of such internal controls.
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• we reach a conclusion about the appropriateness of the Board of Directors
and the CEO relying on the going concern assumption in the preparation of the
annual report. We also reach a conclusion, based on such audit evidence as we
gather, about whether there is any material uncertainty related to the types of
events or circumstances that may lead to significant doubts about the company’s
ability to continue operations. If we conclude that there is a material uncertainty
in this regard, in our audit report we are required to draw the reader’s attention
to the disclosures in the annual report regarding the material uncertainty in
question or, where such disclosures are insufficient, to modify our opinion on the
annual report. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence gathered up to
the publication date of the audit report. However, future events or circumstances
may lead to a company no longer being able to continue operations.
• we evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual report,
including the disclosures, and evaluate whether the annual report reflects the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that gives true and fair view.
We are required to inform the Board of Directors of the planned scope and focus of
our audit, as well as when the audit will be performed, among other things. We are
also required to disclose significant observations that we make during the audit,
including any significant deficiencies that we identify in the company’s internal
controls.

Report on other requirements pursuant to laws and other regulations
Opinions
In addition to our audit of the annual report, we have also performed an audit of the Board of Directors’ and CEO’s administration of Ripasso Energy AB (publ) for 2016,
and of the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss.
We recommend that the General Assembly appropriate the profit in accordance with the proposal in the management report, and that it discharge the members of
the Board and the CEO from liability for the financial year.
Basis of opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibility under these standards is described in detail in the
section entitled “Auditor’s responsibility”. We are independent of Ripasso Energy AB (publ) in accordance with the code of ethics that applies to auditing in Sweden,
and have fulfilled our professional ethical responsibility in accordance with these requirements in other respects.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate as a basis for our opinion.
The Board of Directors’ and the CEO’s responsibility
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposed appropriation of the company’s profit or loss. If a dividend is proposed, this involves an assessment, among other
things, of whether the dividend is justifiable having regard to the demands that the company’s area of operation, scope and specific risks place on the company’s equity
position, consolidation requirements, liquidity and financial position in general.
The Board of Directors is responsible for the company’s organisation and for the management of the company’s affairs. Among other things, this involves continuously
assessing the company’s financial situation and ensuring that the company’s organisation is structured in such a way that the company’s accounting, financial management
and financial affairs in general are monitored in a satisfactory manner.
The CEO is responsible for day-to-day administration based on the guidelines and instructions given by the Board of Directors. Specifically, the CEO is responsible for taking
the measures needed to ensure that the company’s accounting is carried out in conformity with the law, and in order to ensure that financial management is handled in a
satisfactory manner.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our objective in performing the audit of the company’s administration, and therefore
also in giving our opinion discharging the company’s officers from liability, is to
obtain audit evidence that allows us to determine with a reasonable degree of
assurance whether any Board member or the CEO has, in any material respect:
• taken any action or been guilty of any omission which may give rise to liability in
respect of the company, or
• otherwise acted in contravention of the Swedish Companies Act, the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act, or the Articles of Association.
Our objective in performing the audit of the proposed appropriations of the
company’s profit or loss, and therefore also in giving our opinion on this matter, is to
judge with a reasonable degree of assurance whether the proposal is consistent with
the Swedish Companies Act.
Reasonable assurance provides a high degree of certainty, but is no guarantee that
an audit conducted in conformity with generally accepted auditing standards in
Sweden will in all cases detect omissions that may give rise to liability in respect

of the company, or will detect that a proposal regarding the appropriation of the
company’s profit or loss is not consistent with the Swedish Companies Act.
As part of an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards in Sweden, we exercise professional judgement and maintain a stance
of professional scepticism throughout the audit. The audit of the company’s
administration and of the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss
is based primarily on our audit of the accounts. What additional audit procedures
are performed is determined by our professional judgement, based on risk and
materiality. This means that we focus our audit on the types of actions, areas
and circumstances that are material to the operations, and where deviations and
violations would have a particularly significant bearing on the company’s situation.
We review and examine decisions taken, decision-guiding documents, actions taken
and other circumstances of relevance to our opinion discharging the company’s
officers from liability. As the basis for our opinion regarding the Board’s proposed
appropriation of the company’s profit or loss, we examined whether the proposal is
consistent with the Swedish Companies Act.

Gothenburg, on 27 March 2017

KPMG AB
Eva Melzig
Authorised Public Accountant
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